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Larry found himself feeling a little nervous when he saw his beloved woman dressed in a
white wedding gown with an elegant accessory on her head and exquisite makeup on her
face.

After a brief pause, Larry regained his composure and gently took her hand before walking
out of the house with her.

Her parents were smiling brightly as they watched from the side, feeling glad to see their
precious daughter finally getting married.

After getting into the car, the group made their way towards the venue of the wedding.

The huge convoy pulled up outside the venue with practically the entire city watching in
anticipation, and the crowd cheered excitedly when they saw Larry and Joan show up
hand-in-hand.

It was the grandest wedding to have ever taken place in Marsingfill.

After repeated discussions, both their families agreed upon having a traditional
Chanaean-style wedding.

With all the guests finally present at the scene, the emcee began making his announcement,
“Good evening, ladies and gentlemen! I would like to begin my speech by expressing my
gratitude for being granted the great honor to host this amazing wedding by the Norton
family and the Watts family! This event signifies the marriage between Joan Watts and
Larry Norton as well as the unity of both their families. Once again, I would like to thank the
couple and all of you for taking the time to join us on this joyous occasion! And now, ladies
and gentlemen, for the moment you’ve been waiting for! Let us all rise and put our hands
together to welcome the newlyweds, Joan Watts and Larry Norton!”
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After the opening speech had been made, it was time for the bride and the groom to enter
the scene.

Joan appeared on stage dressed in her white wedding gown with a veil over her face.

Larry too, came onto the stage on the other side dressed in a matching white suit that fitted
him perfectly.

The emcee then said, “Now, we shall have the couple perform the cake cutting ceremony.
May their marriage be filled with sweet moments as they begin this new chapter of their
lives together!”

With that, Larry and Joan made their way to the center of the stage and cut the wedding
cake as directed by the emcee.

“And now, the groom shall lift the veil!”

Larry then gently lifted the veil from Joan’s face, revealing her stunningly elegant tiara and
exquisite facial features which were complemented by a shy blush on her cheeks.

All of that in combination with her gorgeous wedding dress had the entire crowd captivated
in an instant.

“Without further ado, let us all welcome the best man to say a few words!”

Needless to say, Larry had chosen Caspian to be his best man for the wedding.

Caspian then came up on stage and gave a short speech as instructed while making funny
faces at Larry, causing the guests to roar with laughter at how funny his story was.

Larry shot him a stern glare in response as if to say, “When we get back, I’m going to whoop
your a*s!”

Caspian knew Larry wasn’t joking and quickly ended his speech in a more serious manner
before getting off the stage.
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“Ladies and gentlemen, we shall have the newlywed couple give a toast to their parents and
receive their blessings!”
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